Hight-Light™
TV Mirror
The High-light series of vanishing TV Mirror produces
the clearest and brightest results of any TV mirror
product on the market today.

What is a High-Light
Mirror?
The High-Light Mirror is a low
iron float glass that has been
manufactured with an optical
interference layer which allows
for a more defined reflection
and transmission.



4mm thick



30% Reflective



70% Transmission

The High-Light mirror is fabricated to have a reflective coating on both sides, resulting in the
most uniform appearance with respect to transmission and reflectivity.

What applications are best for the High-Light Mirror?
The High-Light mirror is the best choice for living rooms, bedrooms, restaurants, public spaces
and bars. It best used for concealment of large Screen TV’s where TV viewing is the primary
objective
If the application is that of a bathroom mirror, or an area that is larger than the TV screen, the
Eclipse fully vanishing mirror would be the better choice.

How do I determine the size I need?
Although every installation is unique, the best way to determine the size of mirror to order, is to
measure the actual TV, including the housing. This will give you your (W)X(L). If you need
assistance you can call us and one of our in-house engineers will be happy to help you.

Why Buy from Decorus?
Decorus is a company that has specialized in
the Mirror TV industry for over 10 years.
At Decorus, we stock over 5,000 sheets of
fully vanishing and vanishing mirror material.
Our large inventory means we can offer the
most competitive pricing on the market today.
Decorus is commitment to offering superior
customer service every step of the way.









Lowest prices
Engineering assistance
Discounts on multiples
Highest quality materials
Dealer/trade pricing available
Custom Sizes
Save money
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